MOST USED BUSINESS APPS
A look at Workspace 365’s most
used Business Apps to simplify
your daily work
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Business Apps
Next to web and local apps it’s possible to add totally integrated Business Apps within
Workspace 365. Business Apps can be activated easily from within the workspace. This makes it
possible to integrate any business process which your current applications can’t manage or to
simplify your current applications.
Workspace 365 has multiple standard & vertical Business Apps available to simplify your work.

Tailor made Business Apps

Integrate with software

With the build in drag & drop builder you
don’t need any programming skills to build
or adjust simple Business Apps. This way you
can create a Business App for any vertical
and make expensive customization projects,
like projects for SharePoint, superfluous.

Integrate the Workspace 365 Business Apps
with other software applications. By doing
this employees will only see what they need
and they’ll get an easy interface to make
training superfluous. To integrate other
software applications please contact us.
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Standard Business Apps
These are the most used Business Apps in Workspace 365.

Projects
Easily link files and email to
company information like
contacts or activities. This will give you
access to all your information using your
browser. *requires all standard Business Apps

Activities
Keep your colleagues up to date
and never miss an important
chance by assigning activities to each other.

Mileage Usage
Workspace 365 is available on
any device with a browser,
making it perfect to easily keep track of your
mileage usage.

Contacts
Gather all your contacts and link
files, emails and other Business
App info to them.

Relations
Create overview on your partners,
customers, suppliers by linking
files, emails and contacts to them.

Time Registration
Register your time and link them
to a matter to keep overview on
all your cases.
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Standard Business Apps
Offers
By entering your offers you can
easily check or change the status
on the go. Next to this, you can export offers
in your template with one click.

Expenses
Save time and frustration, let
employees enter their expenses
directly online using their workspace.

Invoices
Enter invoices and keep track on
them from any device. You can
export invoices in your template with one
click.

Your Business App
Workspace 365 Business Apps
can easily be tailor made using
a drag & drop builder. With a couple of
clicks you’ll digitize any work process!
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Vertical Business Apps - Education
These are the most used Business Apps for Education in Workspace 365.
School Projects
Easily link files and email to students or activities. This will give students access to all
their information using a browser. *requires all education Business Apps

Activities
Students can set activities for their classmates to keep them up to date and never
miss a deadline by assigning activities.

Students
Add students and link files, emails and other Business App info like results or parents
to them.

Teachers
Create overview on your partners, customers, suppliers by linking files, emails and
contacts to them.

Results
Create overview and give students insights on their results. This app is adjustable
according to the courses offered by the school.
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Vertical Business Apps - Healthcare
These are the most used Business Apps for Healthcare in Workspace 365.
Clients
Entering new clients or patients only takes a few seconds, making it possible to quickly
link files, emails and medical records to patients.

Medical Records
Track the records of all your patients within a Business App and leave notes to create
more clarity in your patient’s medical records.
Invoices
Enter invoices and keep track on them from any device. You can export invoices in
your template with one click.
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Vertical Business Apps - Accountancy
These are the most used Business Apps for Accountancy in Workspace 365.
Services
Register the services you provide
using a Business App containing
client information, hour registration and cost
registry.

Offers
By entering your offers you can
easily check or change the status
on the go. Next to this, you can export offers
in your template with one click.

Work Code
Easily add new work codes to
customize the Accountancy
Business App to your company specific
requirements.

Invoices
Enter invoices and keep track on
them from any device. You can
export invoices in your template
with one click.

Clients
Entering new clients only takes a
few seconds, making it possible to
quickly link files, emails and services to
them.

Expenses
Save time and frustration, let
employees enter their expenses
directly online using their
workspace.
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Vertical Business Apps - Legal
Matters
Open a matter and quickly select
the jurisdiction, responsible
lawyer, client name and add a definition of
the case.

Clients
Entering new clients only takes a
few seconds, making it possible
to quickly link files, emails and matters to
them.

Time Registration
Register your time and link them
to a matter to keep overview on
all your cases.

Work Code
Easily add new work codes to
customize the Accountancy
Business App to your company specific
requirements.
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Connect all your data with Business Apps
It is possible to integrate the Workspace 365 Business Apps with other software applications
using our API. By doing this employees will only see what they need from their software and
they’ll get an easy interface making training superfluous.
To integrate other software applications please contact us.

Contact us to discuss mutual opportunities
Europe
+31 30 711 67 25
contact@newdayatwork.com

United States
+1 408 7131 559 955
contact@newdayatwork.com
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Simplify tomorrow’s workspace
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